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PART I. INTRODL:CTiON 

Is THERE ANY ASPECT of traffic safety more urgent than the problem of dangerous young 
drivers? Although they may seem to be unduly criticized. the available facts establish 
drivers under 25 years of age as a group with extraordinarily high risk. 

Why are young drivers over-represented year after year in fatal accidents? Why is their 
death rate consistently higher than that of drivers of older ages’? Why are young drivers 
over-represented in single car, elf-the-road crashes? These questions are of more than 
academic interest. Answers to them would seem to be essential to any efforts at prirmry or 
pre-crash prevention of fatal motor vehicle accidents. 

Many approaches to resolving these questions are being employed where appropriate 
data are being collected. In this report the State of Michigan provides the data for applying 
several methods of analysis which have been useful in epidemiologic research and public 
health practice. In particular, the use of the time series is presented as a practical and 
reasonable way of following fatal accident data in an ongoing fashion. 

Dimensions of‘the problem 

The extent of the young driver problem in Michigan is not small. In fact, when young 
drivers on Michigan highways are tabulated, one notes two facts: (I ) about one tenth ofthe 
licensed driving population is age I9 and younger, and (2) last year (1968) over 85,000 new 
drivers, aged 16 years, entered the driving population. That number will most likely 
increase with each year. 

Are there more young drivers in Michigan than other states‘? Statistics (Table IA) 
indicate that there is no heavily populated state in the U.S. that has a higher percentage of 
young drivers than IMichigan. We have selected the seven most populous states, which 
represent 48 per cent of the total of U.S. population. One finds that in Michigan. the number 
of drivers licensed who are age I9 and younger comprises over I1 per cent of the total 
driving population ! 

A possible reason for this heavy proportion of young drivers in Michigan is suggested in 
Table le. wherein the age requirement for learner’s permit. operator’s license and the 
percentage of schools offering public-supported driver education are shown. ivlichigan 
has a young age (16) for learner’s permit and all of the schools ofer public-supported 
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driver education bvhich potentially pours many high school age drivers into the licensed 

category. Care must bc used in applying the youn, 0 age-high per cent of schools \vith 

clrivcreducation hypothesisasTcuas hasonly percentofitsschoolsaithdrivsreducation 

but 11 is ~2cond to Michigan in pc’i- cent ol‘).oun, (1 driter-s. Ncb\ York State has ;L dibtincti). 

loivcr proportion of tecnagzd licensed drivers than the other states which must retlcct. 

in part, the use of public r;tther than pri\xte trarlzpol.tation in the most hca\,il!, populated 

city in the State. New York City. 
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of the xounpsters growing up in an area with an automobile-dominated economy and in 
a culture increasingly influenced by the car. A recent series of articles in TIlr Defroit 

Fwr Prrss describes some of the current automotive features of the teenage subculture in 
the large city. These characteristics may prevail with slight variation in urban and suburban 
centers in many other states, The articles by hlary Ann LVeston were published on June 4, 
5. 6. 1969. entitled. ‘The Strip: Kids and Cars Own It’: -North Wood\vard: Where Kids 
Reign in Racing Cars’; ‘The Strip’s Big Todd: Fanatic With Hot Cars’: ‘Big Lure of 
N. WoodLvard: It’s Where the Girls Are’: and ‘The Street-Racing Capital of the Ii’orld’. 
The following excerpt accompanied by colored night photographs of zig-zag light patterns 
suggests the theme of the articles. 

P;\RT II. THE TIME SERIES APPRO;\CH 

Figures I A and I B form the basic document tilled out by an officer in the State of Michigan 
at the scene of an accident. Any limitation in his reportin, 0 or erroneous observations. 

omissions, or defects in the form are perpetuated from this document to the compiled 
statistics. The limitations of the data must be kept in mind as we ask statistical questions: 
thus, age, sex. residence of drivers involved (Section F, Fig. IA) are usually accurate; 
more subjective questions such as apparent physical condition ofdriver (Section P. Fig. 11s) 
or vehicle condition (Section S. Fig. I B) are unlikely to yield consistent or reliable informa- 
tion on a statewide basis. One may note for example, in Table 2~. that age ofdriver in\.olved 
is missing in l-2 per cent of FMVA. 

The number of fital motor vehicle accidents (FMVA) in Michigan by 7 day periods as 
the 5 year. 3 week moving mean* for the years 1961-1965 are plotted in Fig. 2. This mean is 
derived from the available records counting each accident involving a fatality as a single 
event whether one died or many persons were killed, and whether the person killed was a 
pedestrian. bicyclist, passenger or driver. The date of the accident is plotted. regardless 
of date of death. 

Subsequent tabulations are focused on the a, or: of the driver involved rather than on age 
of person killed. This characteristic was chosen because it is noted routinely and uniformly 
on the accident form and is subject to very little bias. One is not counting only those who 
are judged at fault by the reporting officer who assigns the labels. ‘car no. I’ and ‘car no. 3’ 
etc. in a multiple car crash (Section F. Fig. IA). Ideally. one Ltould like to separate these 
drivers who are most responsible for the accidents from the least responsible or innocent 
drivers, but such decisions are ditticult to make and are nor available in objective or 

5 I I 
*FIX.< >ar. three week moving mean: [Tt= C ,z, ,=F_, .v,,l 151 whcrr .Y is the numbcrofucctdent> occurrin: 

in the /th uwk of the rth jeer and i IS the ~wk in the year ot’the man. -\n) 5 kcar a\cra:c might be ueighted 
tar the mobt rcccnt year‘s expcricncc 111 ~‘rdct- to liiulitatc the ztudq of‘trsnd ctrc‘ctr Such cl aclyhtinp alwa!j 
in\ol\c\ ccruin asumptlons ~chich rn,i) nc\errhclcss bc quite useful. 
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systematic form. Furthermore, from the overall traffic safety viewpoint, the person involved 
in any accident may be guilty of one or more errors in the skills of defensive driving. 
Whether the driver’s error is due to temporary inattention or to deliberate and aggressive 
risk-taking. the end results are the same. An example is a multiple car crash in 1965 in the 
Bay City area in which 2S cars collided resulting in a single fatality. All 28 drivers were 
involved and were guilty of speeding and following too closely for the prevailing conditions. 
Incidentally, I2 of the 28 involved drivers were under age 25. Imperfect as number and age 
of drivers involved may be as an index of measure, it should provide some interesting clues 
to driver performance in FiMVA in iMichigan during recent years. 

LVhat do the data in Fig. 2 indicate? There is a fairly stable curve with gentle undulation 
rising to a peak around August and stayin g high for September and October. providing 
a secondary peak in the holiday season from mid-December to mid-January. An ert‘ort 
was made to plot a tolerance zone above Lvhich one would suspect there was an unusualI> 
high frequency of fatal accidents, and this is indicated on our graph as an estimated 
Poisson 97.5 per cent tolerance zone covering about the lower 90 per cent of the population 
(.? + 2ti). Then, primarily for demonstration purposes, the I966 data on fatal accidents 

in Michigan were plotted as 7-day totals against the provided background of the 5 year 
moving mean and tolerance zone. Note that short term peaks appear and that some of 
these are followed by low points. and these peaks probably represent chance variation 
rather than sustained increases over the expected number of the events. Speciiically. one 
could suspect that in 1966 the eighth, ninth and tenth weeks were consistently at the upper 
limits of the tolerance zone. On the other hand, the sharp rise for week number forty is not 
sustained. but drops the followin, 0 week by almost the same amount (36 + 15). One could 
conclude that for 1966 there were no sustained peaks of fatal accidents that would represent 
3 or 3 week elevations above the expected tolerance zone other than the modest IMarch 
series, This emphasizes what has been brought out by others, that the dramatic holiday 
excesses may represent 1 kveek peaks, while the preceding and succeeding periods show 
normal or belo!+ normal frequencies. 
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The data in Fig. 3 (.A. B and c) \\ere developed after Fig. 2. because \ve felt that rutes of 

fatal motor vehicle accidents might provide more meaningful comparisons than the 
number of such accidents. particularly since bve are concerned about “oung drivers. Thus a 
simple increase in the number of young drivers might occur to the ‘Baby Boom’ or to the 
increased availability ofcars. For age-specific numerators. age-specific denominators were 
required. The best available information in the state provided the number of licensed drivers 
by age group for the specified years. These graphs were plotted as a prototype for the 
selected younger age groups: later. similar graphs will be plotted for middle age and older 
age groups. Beginning Lvith Fig. 3.4, let us compare the 3 year mean of the 3 kveek moving 
mean for the years 196465-66, showing FMVA as the rates per I .OOO,OOO licensed drivers 
fortheagegroup20-24andfortheagegroup 15-19. 

It should be noted that for these younger drivers. only the 3 most recent years of Michigan 
experience were selected ( 196465-66) to compare Lvith the incoming data of 1967. The use 
of the 3 year mean results in a less stable curve than a 5 year mean. but may come closer to 
reflecting the most recent pattern of young driving behavior. 

Fig. 3~ indicates that for the recent years of study in Michigan a more stable curve of 
FMVA involvement for the age group 30-24 is found than for the ages I S-19. There are 
peaks for summer and fall. which are not unexpected as they coincide with the peaks for 
all age groups in Fig. 2. Of distinct interest is the fact that the I S-l 9 year old drivers were 
more involved in FMVA by season than the slightly older group. The teenaged motorists 
are definitely under-represented (as a rate) in FMVA in the first I j-20 weeks of the year. 
then their numbers peak sharply in July (week 25) and September (weeks 32. 33 and 34). 
The dip for teenagers during week 40 is short-lived as their rates exceed the 2C24 year old 
rates for the rest of the year. 

Understanding the recent 3 year pattern, one can move to Fig. jB for comparisons with 
the most recent year, 1967. Let us focus first on those drivers, aged 2G-24. One can see that 
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1967 was on the whole a good year with almost every one of the 7 day periods of the 3 week 
moving mean falling below expectancy. Only weeks 15-22. 3941 and 47-48 equalled the 
weekly rates for the precedin g 3 years. Could 13:52 weeks be lower simply by chance? 
This seems unlikely. Could the lower rates be due to a sharp rise in the denominator (the 
number of licensed drivers. age 20-24 in I967 is 627. IQ)? This also seems unlikely. In fact, 
a sizable number of such drivers were probably diverted from Michigan highways to 
overseas military service. with licenses still listed as active in Lansing. Could some safety 
measures, vrhatever their nature, be responsible so that perhaps the entire year was safer 
for most drivers in the state? This single graph cannot tell us definitely, but if the data were 
extended for 1968, one could compare the I year time span and derive some estimate of 
the performance of this age group. 

In Fig. 3~. one notes that for drivers aged 18-l 9, in the year 1967. their performance as 



LL N hole ~vas be/o\\ fatal accident in\ol\ement of preceding years and relatively much 
better than for the slightly older 3&2-l year old driver<! In certain periods. however. the! 
were again at high risk. notably during the t\venty-first a,eek (around graduation) and 

then during \veeks 35 through 10. Lvhich may be related to going back to school and the 
involvement in social and athletic activities of the high school l’ear-. LVhatrver benefit 

occurred in 1967 for these drivers seems to be concentrated in the middle of the summer. 
LVh> did the driving improvement occur‘? One consideration in this single year comparison 
is the fact that I967 ~vas marked by civil disturbance with riots. or their threat. att‘ecting 
most ofthe major cities in Michisnn. What etyect did the riots have on availability of police 

for tratlic patrol and enforcement’? What effect did the disorders have on miles driven 
during the summer? These facts are needed before one can speculate on how much of the 
Liolent or aFgressi\,e behavior was channeled into political or protest activities. rather than 
into motorized aggression. Further speculation is not warranted. but it is worth noting 
that such question> u>uall> t’>c~tpc‘ an) kind ofquantitative consideration unless the actual 
data are plotted in a time-series approach. 

In considering the acailabllit~ of rapid data processing. there is no real diRiculty in 

programming these kinds of frequencies (number of drivers involved in FMVA by age- 
specifc groups) into an ongoin g time-series. For a relatively small input \ve can plot 
ongoing data for comparison with the expected movin, 17 mean or the espected frequencies. 

Such surveillance techniques require etrective cooperation between the data processing, 
research. functional. and administrative units of police or highway safety departments. 
LVith the rapid growth of the tratlic problem and advances in technology. the several parts 
of the team need more cooperation and teamwork than ever. The time-series approach 

provides an ongoing feedback mechanism that presents the int’ormation in an interesting 
and meaningful ~vay, limited ~llways by the restraints of the data. Experience in public 
health agencies indicates that similar data. even if imperfect in some details. can yield 
trends. short term etYects, and aberrations. These episodes or trends stimulate one to 
initiate investigations of aberrations which may lead to either (a) detection of errors in 

reporting or in the data processing. or(b) to meaningful information about the C~LISCS ot 
the fluctuations in the events. For example, the rising occurrence of fatal events as shoLvn 
in the age group (I S-l 9) in June. may present a real target for tratfc etl’orts directed at the 
teenage driver; similar ettbrts directed in mid-Fcbruury may bc much Icss ctlticti\c. 
Evaluation of programs can be aided by comparin g short and longer term trends. bq 
geographic area. by age group and by program type (e.g. preventive or corrective). Time 
series can be developed not only for age-of-drivers-involved, but aljo for single car versus 
multiple car crashes, for types of roadway, for day-dusk-night patterns etc. Whether these 
analyses become burdensome or irrelevant depends, of course, on the needs. depth and 
interests ofthe department involved. At this stage in the study of highbvay safety. simplicity 
kvould seem to be the theme of time-series applications to available tratIic data. 

PART III. RELATED KIINDS OF .-‘.U.ALl’SlS 

Tile cj]kcts of .wi501~. cstittuttcd tttileqc curd ctgc 

Analyses of the data utilizing police records Lvere also carried out in ways other than the 
time-series approach. These analyses could have been done independently of the time-seriss 
approach. but, in fact, they bvere developed to answer questions arising from the preceding 

AAaandP.Vd.ZNo.4F 
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time-series data concerning the effects ofseason. age ofdriver. and estimated miles driv.en. 
For example. Figs. 3.4 and JB were developed to examine the performance of age groups 
involved in fatal motor vehicie accidents by the four major seasons in Michigan comparing 
the most recent year (19681 with the preceding year (1967). 

‘Z 

.T I Month JFM AM-J JAS OND 

1967 1968 MICHIGAN 

When the numbers of drivers involved in FMVA of all ages are plotted by season. one 
notes a steady rise from the low in the winter (JFM) regard&s of year to the highest period 

in the autumn (OND) (see Fig. 4~). An eight period mean value. _7is. covering 2 years of 
4 quarters each. is shown to help in the visual comparisons. The FMVA approximately 
correlate with the estimated miles of travel on the louer portion of this graph vvhich also 
tends to have an increasing curve. 

Is the age of driver insolved iin ir~~portant variable in regard to season of the year’? 
In Fig. 4~3, one may detect age group dili‘erences by season and year. Comparison between 
age groups is noted by examining the graph vertically. For example. notice thnt the drivers 
aged 65 and over had very little change from 1967-1968: 45-64 vear old drivers had some 
increase as did those ages 25-44; 2624 year old drivers increased about 70 per cent 
(mostly in JAS) while the age group of 19 and younger increased their involvement in 
FMVA in 196s compared to 1967 by about JO per cent. This is largely attribut~~ble to their 
performance in the period, April, May and June of 1963. during which less than 10 per cent 
of the drivers (less than age 19) affected the overall pattern for the state. One can say th:tt 
srngle year changes are not too reliable and these elfects may oscillate from year to >txr, 
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Nevertheless, if we do not examine these changes from year to year with some attention 
to high-risk groups, times and situations, our surveillance will be ineffective or too late 
to be of any value. 

The surveillance of the young driver in fatal accidents was maintained during 1968 
by tabulating the ongoing data as shown in the cells in Table ZA, which compares 1967 by 
seilson with 1965, 21s well 21s listing the proportions of licensed drivers at risk for each age 
group. By midyear of 1968, it wx clear the numbers were increasing: 569 - 754 drivers 
versus 49 I -:- 604 drivers involved in 1967. The net change and proportions of change ilre 
tabulated in Table 2~. Note that of the year Ion g net increase of 336 drivers involved, 
almost half of the increase (f 150) occurred in April-May-June. A vertical scan of the 
spring period indicates the over-involvement of the teenaged drivers: 731’353 of the age- 
known-drivers being I9 or younger. In the summer period (July-August-September). 
the performance of the 20-24 year old drivers was equally striking. 

Ho\L, did ~YIWI~ driwrs perjbrt)l it1 /5&Y, \c~hctl rcltcs NW c.mlcrd~~tecl? 

TheratesinTableIcweredcrived from the basicdatain2~andforsimplicity. theseasonal 
columns were totalled as annual rates; the amount and proportions ofchange are tabulated. 
The denominators of the rates represent the best available licensure data in the state. 
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A standard feature of accident reportin g indicated in the basic police document 
(Figs. I A. I B) is the type of collision. the number and direction ofcars involved. The details 
and evidence as to precise accident causation are missing from routine reports. requiring 
data provided by trained, equipped. multidisciplinary teams. Can the simple. routinely 
available features of the young driver in FhlVA suggest to us ~vaq’s in \\.hich the problem 
should be analyzed? For example. it has been shown (Penn, 1963-1965) that the younger 
the driver the more likely Lvill be his involvement in a certain type of fatal accident. namely, 
single car accidents. These data for Michigan for the years 1960-1966 have been plotted. 
The use of age of person killed as the indicator of problem driving is not fully satisfying. 
but it is felt that age of driver is the factor of most concern, roof the age of person deceased. 
For ~uample. the younger driver has a greater ability to survive near-fatal accidents than 
do older persons who do not have the stamina to recover from multiple fractures, chest 
injuries. head injuries etc. On the other hand. it is unlikely that the essential shape of the 
curw for deceased shown in Fig. 6 would be much diKerent using age of driver involved. 

Esamining the available data by age of person killed. note that for a 6-year period, the 
number of deaths involving single car accidents (on the left-hand margin of the graph) 
was highest for the j-year age group 20-24. These deaths were closely followed by the 
age group I j-19. 

Then there is a decline for the group 25-29. indicatin g that drivers statisticall>. cross a 
‘barrier’ at about 25 years of age (which has been ;I useful dividing lint on an empirical 
basis for insurance rates). What happens bct\vccn age groupings 20 -14 and 529 for this 
young population that so sharply att‘ects their behavior behind the wheel and their 
pcrformancc in mortality statistics‘? The subsequent dccreasc in the number of deaths 
in\,olving single car accidents is steady for age groups in the thirties and the for-tics. reaching 

I 
MICHIGAN 

1960 - 66 

(SINGLE CAR) 

30-34 40-44 50-54 60-64 
AGE GROUP OF PESSONS KILLED 

70-74 80 a over 



minimal numbers in the most senior citizens. These figures. ofcourse. are related to driving 
exposure. which cannot be minimized. When such data become available. the denominators 
can take into account number of miles driv,en. In the meantime. these numbers do indicate 
how and to whom the deaths are occurring. Our job in prevention should be to recognize 
the deaths vvherc they are most prominent. and where driver-error seems to play an 
important role. 

In the second part of Fig. 6.~. the continuous line presents the same data derived as a 
proportion of motor vehicle accidents. which are .vi~glc~ car of the total motor vehicle 
accidents for each ase group. The denominators for these calculations have excluded 
pedestrian deaths. bicycle deaths. or other vehicle deaths, concentrating on those which 
involve drivers*, the numerators emphasize single car errors (such as running of the 
roadway. hitting fixed objects. overturning. etc.) as distinct from the multiple car crashes. 
The percentages are essentially the same for age groups I j-39. averaging l&45 per cent 

t i 
5 I 
2 60. ‘IUMBER 3F SINGLE CA9 )EATHS, 
L 1960-1966 

i 

,358 

, 
,-24 

single car accidents. These percentages drop quite sharply after age 40. There is a flattening 
of the trend in the 6C-74 age groups. If there is anything that can be learned about singic 
car crashes which would help reduce the toll of persons killed, this knowledge should be 



directed most etYectively at the youngest age groups. SoLvhers is it more important to stress 
the elects of excessive speed. loss of control of the vehicle. errors in judging conditions. 

use or non-use of seat belts than in the youngest age groups. In what other a%e group of 
dri\.ers can one say so consistently that it is not really ‘the other driver”? Year after year, 
in almost half of the young driver fatal crashes. it is the single car operator who has become 
the victim of errors in the man-machine-road\vay combination. Such solo errors HI(~J‘ be 
the result of over-confidence. inexperience. or defects in car design. roadway design and 
tratfic patterns. Wha:ever the combination or permutation of factors they can result in 

a fatal crash. 

In Fig. 6~. single car deaths are plotted by see group of persons killed for Michigan 

and the U.S. We see the same shaped curve for the U.S. as a whole as for hlichigan, 

although the drop-otr in ‘Ili~h~,~ .(7.1n i\ more dramatic for persons in the middle age group 

than it is in the U.S. as a \thole. This close resemblance of single car. otY-the-road type of 
crashes in Michigan and the U.S. as the proportions of the rest of the U.S. underscores the 
fact that the esposure factors are important, but inexperience is especially important in 
the I j-24 year old group. 

Clljl c,jtirlc,tttioloKiL, .vlrr\~cillnttc~c~ tc~c~ltr2ic~ue.s hc rrpplicrl to routitic polic~c~ httr c.ollcc.tiot~? 

Data are presented from Michigan police files (supplemented in part by vital statistics) 

which indicate the pi\,otal rote of the youngest drivers, aged I9 years and younger (who 
constitute less than I? per cent ofthe licensed driving population) in the fatal motor vehicle 
accidtnt record of the entire state. 

In the recent year. 1968, in a short 3 month spring period, these teenaged drivers doubted 

their FMVA involvcmcnt from 74 to 147. and their rate increased from 6.9 to 1~~2~10.000 
licensed drivers. 

Other age groups involved as drivers in fatal motor vehicle accidents are also studied, 
as well as types of accidents (single-car versus multiple-car crashes). 

The epidemiologic techniques employed with available police data may be summarized 
as follows: 

(a) Clioic~c of’ itdc.~ of’ ttwt.surc’. number of FMVA by age of driver involved as best 

characterizing the driving aspect of the tratlic problem to be studied. 
(b) Dc~wlopttwtlt o/’ espcctd ,f~erpcr~cies (3 or 5 year means) of recent experience for 

comparison with current experience. 
(c) L’.sc qfrntrs wherever possible to relate numerators (numbers of drivers involved in 

fatal MVA) to denominators (numbers of licensed drivers); attention to the short- 
comings and limitations of the data at each stage of interpretation. 

(d) Lisp ol’tittlc’-sc’rics plottin, ” of data to preserve detail as 7-day periods while smoothing 
the curves by 3 week movin g means. This permits estimation of a tolerance zone, 
and facilitates the detection of short term or long term aberrations. 

(e) Use of‘ &.scripti\~e clmsificrrtiotz of accidents (single-car versus multiple-car) as one 
measure of age effects. geographic comparison. and trends. 

(f) Et,tphsis otr swseiilmcr or monitorin, ~7 the best available data in an ongoing way to 
proi,ide current information in sufficient detail to alert responsible agencies to the 
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